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           14th May, 2019 

 
 
Customs launches upgraded version of WeBOC 
KARACHI: Pakistan Customs on Monday launched the Web Based One Customs Global (WeBOC 
Glo), an upgraded version of its already operational clearance system ‘WeBOC’. 
 
Talking to the media at the launch of ‘WeBOC Glo’ Phase-I, Dr Jawwad Uwais Agha member 
customs said that the FBR had been focusing and working on automation and reforms for last three 
decades for ease of doing business. 
 
He said that ‘WeBOC Glo’, containing 37 modules, being rolled out in three phases of which 13 
modules launched in phase–I while rest of the modules would be introduced in next two phases (June 
and September, 2019), respectively. 
 
He was speaking along with Chief Collector Enforcement Wasif Memon, Suraiya Ahmed Butt Chief 
Collector Appraisement, Gul Rehman, DG Automation and Reforms and a team of ‘WeBOC Glo’ 
headed by Collector Dr Iftikhar. 
 
Member Customs said that this new upgraded version of WeBOC would initially reduce the 
clearance time of Export LCL cargos to 5-6 hours from 5-6 days and added that the department had 
also implemented valuation gateway in March 2019 and an Artificial Intelligence (AI) based 
Predictive Analytical System in January 2019. 
 
Furthermore, he said that after the commencement of WeBOC Glo, the customs clearance system of 
Pakistan would enter into the club of modern, upgraded and technologically advanced customs 
clearance systems of the world. 
 
The idea of up gradation and functionally advanced new customs system and had put in place a two 
tier setup - the WeBOC-Glo Domain team and Oversight & Approval Team, in December, 2018. 
 
He said the system ensured transparency, efficiency, professionalism and would further reduce the 
interaction with taxpayers besides providing tech-ability for future integration with artificial 
intelligence for Risk Management System (RMS) analysis and added that it would create positive 
impact for ease of doing business index and trading across borders index of the country. 
 
Elaborating details about the components of the first phase of WeBOC Glo, Dr Iftikhar said that 13 
modules and functionalities are initially included, which enabled the system to exchange electronic 
data with terminal operators for export LCL cargo to reduce dwell time at ports. 
 
The system also allows the Quota Management of Bulk Export Cargo to facilitate auto debiting of 
assigned quota, he said and added that Pakistan customs has also established IT interface with 
ministry of foreign affairs for automation of exemption certificates and the WeBOC Glo could now 
open at Chrome and Edge to provide convenience to users. 
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Dr Iftikhar said that the security features had now been enhanced in WeBOC Glo to safeguard the 
user IDs and relevant data of importers/exporters and added that under this newly launched online 
system, the unified screens will open for MIS officers to expedite the process besides search engine 
for tariff, HS Code, relevant SRO and import/export also available in the system. 
 
He said that the user through this system could track and get container status and the improved user 
interface had made the system more user friendly and less time consuming and added that Glo 
Insight was also incorporated in the system to strengthen the statistical scrutiny and monitoring of 
customs transactions through business intelligence and data analysis tools for taking right decisions. 
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